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A versatile experimental setup for femtosecond time-resolved ellipsometry and magneto-optical Kerr
effect measurements in the visible light range is described. The apparatus is based on the pump-probe
technique and combines a broad-band probing beam with an intense near-infrared pump. According
to Fresnel scattering matrix formalism, the analysis of the reflected beam at different polarization
states of the incident probe light allows one to determine the diagonal and the off-diagonal elements
of the dielectric tensor in the investigated sample. Moreover, the pump-probe method permits to study
the dynamics of the dielectric response after a short and intense optical excitation. The performance of
the experimental apparatus is tested on CrO2 single crystals as a benchmark. C 2015 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4906756]

I. INTRODUCTION

Transient reflectivity via pump-probe method is a power-
ful and widely used technique to investigate electronic and
lattice dynamics in a large class of materials and compounds.
The technique is suitable for metals as well as semiconduc-
tors or dielectric samples, and it is based on a femtosecond
laser source: a short (tens of fs) and intense (up to several
mJ/cm2) pulse perturbs the system under investigation, while a
subsequent weak pulse probes the effect of the photoexcitation
after a given delay. Due to the short pulse duration and to the
fact that only electrons directly interact with light, transient
reflectivity portrays the electronic response of the material
to an external electromagnetic stimulus. Coupling between
electrons and other degrees of freedom, such as lattice or
spins in magnetically ordered compounds, can be inferred
indirectly from the evolution of the reflected probe beam. By
assuming linear response of a material to an electromagnetic
wave, the effect of the pump pulse is to induce intraband
and interband optical transitions that can transiently modify
the dielectric properties of the sample and consequently its
reflectivity. From the latter, the photo-induced modification to
the dielectric tensor ε, or equivalently the conductivity tensor
σ, can be deduced.1,2

Time-resolved ellipsometry with picosecond resolution
dates back to the 1970s. Auston and Shank3 exploited the
pump-probe method and measured the change in the probe
ellipticity to determine the evolution of the plasma density
in germanium after an intense optical excitation. A different
approach, where picosecond time-resolution could be achieved
employing a fast detection technique (such as streak cameras),
was proposed by Jellison and Lowndes in the 1980s.4 The
method allows to extrapolate the complex Fresnel coefficients
(rss and rpp) using a polarizer-compensator-sample-analyzer

a)Electronic address: ettore.carpene@polimi.it

(PCSA) scheme. Simultaneous measurements of reflection
and transmittance in pump-probe configuration have been
used by Bergen et al.5 to determine the evolution of the
refractive index and absorption coefficient of silicon in a
wide wavelength range (800 nm–1600 nm) with tens of pico-
second time-resolution. In the 1990s, thanks to the develop-
ment of commercial femtosecond laser sources, the pump-
probe method became the most straightforward scheme to
achieve unprecedented sub-picosecond time resolution. In
1994, Frenkel6 developed a femtosecond reflectance ellip-
someter to determine the change of the complex refractive
index in optically thick samples. More recently, the ultrafast
ellipsometric technique has been refined with various detec-
tion schemes in order to extrapolate real and imaginary parts
of the dielectric tensor ε (Ref. 7) or the nonlinear susceptibility
tensor χ.8

In cubic non-magnetic systems, ε reduces to a (complex)
constant. Thus, two independent measurements are sufficient
to fully characterize its real and imaginary parts. The com-
mon approach is to analyze the reflected and transmitted light
intensities,9–15 which implies the use of optically thin films
on transparent substrates. The drawback of this method is
that multiple reflections at the film interfaces (air-film and
film-substrate) must be carefully accounted for. An alternative
approach is to use optically thick samples (where light trans-
mission is negligible) and exploit the polarization dependence
of the reflected beam to determine the dielectric constant. The
advantage of this procedure is to avoid any complication due
to multiple reflections since only one discontinuity (the air-
sample interface) reflects the laser beam. This is the approach
we exploited.

When dealing with more complex crystal structures (non-
cubic and/or in the presence of ferromagnetic order), the ten-
sorial nature of ε must be considered, and for each addi-
tional tensor element (that is a complex number), two more
measurements are needed in order to thoroughly determine the
dielectric properties of the material.
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In this work, we present a versatile experimental setup
for femtosecond, time-resolved, broad-band ellipsometry, and
magneto-optical measurements: the capabilities of the appa-
ratus are tested on a tetragonal ferromagnetic system (CrO2)
where the three nontrivial (complex) elements of the dielectric
tensor have been determined. The apparatus is based on an
amplified Ti:Sapphire laser: the pump beam is a near infrared
(IR) pulse (800 nm wavelength, 60 fs duration), while the
probe beam is a broadband visible pulse (440-720 nm) with
largely configurable polarization state. Section II of this article
describes the laser source and the main features of the setup.
Section III illustrates the capabilities of the system using a
single crystalline CrO2 sample as a benchmark. The Appendix
reports the detailed description of the mathematical formalism
used to extract the elements of the dielectric tensor from the
experimental measurements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The light beam is provided by an amplified Ti:Sapphire
laser (Coherent), working at repetition rate of 1 kHz and pro-
ducing s-polarized, 60 fs pulses centered at 800 nm (1.55 eV),
with average power of 1.5 W. Referring to Fig. 1, the infrared
laser beam is split in two portions by a beam splitter (BS). The
transmitted part enters a motorized delay stage and serves as
pump; the reflected part passes through a band-pass filter (DF)
centered at 810 ± 10 nm: it lengthens the IR pulse (centered
at 800 nm) to roughly 100 fs in order to increase the stability
of the subsequent non-linear optical process that creates the
broadband pulse. After filtering, the probe power is about
0.5 mW, and it is focused by a lens (focal = 75 mm) inside
a 1 mm thick sapphire plate generating the supercontinuum
(SC, a broadband pulse in the visible spectral region ranging
from 440 nm to 720 nm wavelength, see inset of Fig. 1).16

The SC is collimated by a spherical mirror (focal = 75 mm),
filtered to remove residual IR, and then focused by a spherical
mirror (focal = 250 mm) on the sample at an incident angle

of 45◦ with respect to the surface normal. The choice of this
specific incident angle is motivated in the Appendix. The
polarization state of the SC beam is identical to the polarization
of the generating IR pulse (s-pol), as verified with a polarizer.
Before reaching the sample, the probe beam passes through a
broadband quarter-waveplate changing its polarization state to
circular. In some specific cases (discussed below), the quarter
waveplate is replaced by a half-waveplate in order to rotate the
s-polarization of 45◦ or 90◦ (p-pol). After reflection from the
sample, the SC is collimated by a lens (focal 150 mm) and then
passes through a polarizer (labeled “analyzer” in Fig. 1) used
to select the desired polarization projection. Past the analyzer,
a broadband half-waveplate rotates the polarization to s state
(the reason will be illustrated in the following), and the probe
beam is guided to the spectrometer (Princeton Instruments
Acton Series, focal length of 300 mm, aperture f/3.9). The
dispersion element of the spectrometer is a grating with 300
grooves/mm, and the spectra are collected by a CCD camera
(Princeton Instruments Pixis, 1340×100 pixels) triggered to
the laser beam (1 kHz) and configured to a readout time of
about 0.8 ms. Rotating the probe polarization to s state after the
analyzer is fundamental for ellipsometry measurements. The
use of circularly polarized incident light allows us to select any
polarization projection after reflection by the sample. In partic-
ular, we choose s-pol, p-pol, and 45◦-pol projections since
comparing the intensities of the reflected beam at these three
polarization states, we can deduce the elements of the dielec-
tric tensor. However, all mirrors that guide the probe beam
to the spectrometer/CCD camera might significantly modify
its intensity depending on the polarization. Thus, immediately
after the analyzer, a broadband half-waveplate turns the probe
to s-pol so that the beam intensity is unaltered during propaga-
tion to the CCD camera. The “check polarizer” is placed in the
probe path only for control purpose. It is oriented in p-pol posi-
tion; once the desired polarization projection is selected by the
analyzer, the half-waveplate is rotated until total beam extinc-
tion is observed at the CCD camera, then the check polarizer is
removed. This procedure guarantees the correct orientation of

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the optical beamline dedicated to pump-probe ellipsometry. BS: beam splitter; DF: dichroic filter 810 ± 10 nm (it increases the
supercontinuum stability); BG39: band-pass filter (≈ 400–700 nm; it absorbs residual IR and transmits visible light); WP: (quarter- or half-) waveplate; hWP:
half-waveplate; L1 lens (f = 75 mm) focuses the IR in the sapphire plate; M1 spherical mirror (f = 75 mm) collimates the SC; M2 spherical mirror (f = 250 mm)
focuses the broadband probe on the sample; L3 lens (f = 150 mm) collimates the probe after reflection; and L2 lens (f = 500 mm) focuses the pump on the
sample. The inset shows a typical SC spectrum.
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the half-waveplate to achieve s-pol probe beam. Both analyzer
and check polarizer are broadband Glan-Thompson prisms
with extinction ratio ∼10−5.

Time-resolved reflectivity data acquisition is performed
in pump-on/pump-offmodality: the pump beam is chopped at
500 Hz (half of the laser repetition rate) so that each subse-
quent probe beam will alternatively have its pump counterpart.
For each pump-probe delay, a given number n of probe spectra
are acquired by the CCD camera (typically 1000), the corre-
sponding n/2 pump-on (Son) and n/2 pump-off (Soff ) spectra
are averaged and the ratio δr = ⟨Son⟩/⟨Soff⟩−1 represents the
normalized transient reflectivity ∆R/R.

The same experimental setup can be used to perform time-
resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (TR-MOKE) analysis on
ferromagnetic samples. In this case, the specimen is placed
between Helmholtz coils, and the chopper on the pump beam
is removed. The magnetic field between the coils is controlled
by a pulsed current generator triggered to the laser source in
order to produce opposite magnetic fields at the frequency
of 500 Hz. Thus, the sample magnetization is reversed every
millisecond and each subsequent laser pulse will detect oppo-
site magnetization states. Similarly to the case of transient
reflectivity, n probe spectra are acquired by the CCD camera,
the corresponding n/2 spectra at positive magnetic field (S+)
and n/2 spectra at negative magnetic field (S−) are averaged,
then the ratio δm = ⟨S+⟩/⟨S−⟩−1 is computed. Using the Jones
scattering matrix formalism, it can be shown that δm is propor-
tional to the Kerr rotation θ or Kerr ellipticity η, depending
on the polarization of the incident light.17 In particular, using
circularly polarized light, we obtain ⟨S+⟩ = R(1/2 + η) and
⟨S−⟩= R(1/2−η) (R being the reflectivity), therefore δm ≃ 4η,
while using light linearly polarized at 45◦ (in this case, the
quarter waveplate before the sample is replaced by a half-
waveplate), we have ⟨S+⟩= R(1/2+ θ) and ⟨S−⟩= R(1/2− θ),
thus δm ≃ 4θ. The coils can be arranged in order to orient the
magnetic field (and consequently the sample magnetization)
along specific directions: (i) longitudinal, i.e., parallel to the
light scattering plane and to the sample surface, (ii) trans-
verse, i.e., normal to the light scattering plane, and (iii) polar,
i.e., normal to the sample surface.

The use of broadband probe pulses presents an intrinsic
synchronization problem with the pump pulse: as they travel
through dispersive optical elements, each wavelength expe-
riences different group velocities, reaching the sample at
different times. This phenomenon (called “chirp”) is clearly
visible in the time-resolved reflectivity spectra shown in Fig. 2.
The zero pump-probe delay varies as a function of the probe
wavelength and, in particular (see Fig. 2(b)), it spans over ∆t
≃ 730 fs for a band width ∆λ ≃ 210 nm (from 485 nm to
695 nm). This effect is produced by the sapphire plate gener-
ating the SC, the filter (BG), and the waveplates. However, it
is important to stress that time resolution is unaffected: even
assuming linear chirp, we have ∆t/∆λ ≃ 4 fs/nm, i.e., wave-
lengths 1 nm apart experience a mutual delay of 4 fs. The spec-
tral resolution of our spectrometer is about 0.2 nm (the whole
SC spectrum spanning roughly 280 nm is dispersed on the
1340 pixels of the CCD, corresponding to about 0.2 nm/pixel):
therefore, the temporal chirp is shorter than 1 fs/pixel, that
is, much better than our pulse duration. To increase the

FIG. 2. (a) False color representation of time- and wavelength-resolved
reflectivity in a 300 nm CrO2(100) film. The zero pump-probe delay varies
continuously due to the chirp effect of the probe beam; (b) comparison among
transient reflectivity for selected probe wavelengths: the zero delay spans
over 730 fs for a bandwidth of 210 nm (from 485 nm to 695 nm). The sharp
peaks in panel (b) (attributed to pump-induced, non-thermal electronic con-
tribution, as suggested in Ref. 18) have been used to estimate the pump-probe
cross-correlation obtaining a FWHM value of 110 ± 13 fs.

signal/noise ratio, contiguous pixels are merged in groups of
5 (i.e., ∼5 fs/group). The time resolution of our setup has
been evaluated directly from the transient reflectivity spectra:
as shown in Fig. 2(b), CrO2 displays a sharp peak at zero
pump-probe delay (its temporal position shifts with the probe
wavelength according to the chirp effect) that is attributed
to the pump-induced, non-thermal electronic distribution.18

Therefore, it should mimic the pump duration at least for nega-
tive delays (i.e., the peak formation). Neglecting the positive
delay-side of the peak that is affected by relaxation processes
and by the emergence of other electronic contributions, a
gaussian fit provides the pump-probe cross-correlation. The
fitting curves are shown in Fig. 2(b) as the solid lines and
the resulting cross-correlation (FWHM) is τFWHM = 110
± 13 fs with no significant dependence on the probe wave-
length.

III. TESTS AND RESULTS

A. Static case

We have tested the capability of the experimental setup
on CrO2(100) films with thickness ranging from 150 nm to
300 nm, epitaxially grown on TiO2(100) substrates by CVD19

Chromium dioxide has tetragonal crystallographic structure
(base axes a = b= 4.41 Å, c= 2.91 Å) and it is ferromagnetic
below TC = 395 K. Spins align along c axis that, in our sam-
ples, lies along the sample surface (in-plane magnetization).
It is a half-metallic ferromagnet with 100% spin polarization
at the Fermi level20 and its electronic and optical properties
have been thoroughly computed.21–25 According to its crys-
tallographic and magnetic structure, the (complex) dielectric
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tensor of CrO2 has the following form:

ε = ε ′+ iε ′′=
*...
,

εxx εxy 0
−εxy εxx 0

0 0 εzz

+///
-

(1)

with a, b, c parallel to x, y, z, respectively. We point out that
the off-diagonal element εxy≪ εxx, εzz. We will now focus
on the diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor. The analysis
of the off-diagonal component will be discussed in Sec. III C.

The static values of εxx and εzz in the spectral range
of the probe beam (440-720 nm) are deduced by measuring
the reflected light intensity with three different polarization
projections (s, p, and 45◦) in two different geometries: longitu-
dinal, i.e., c axis parallel to the light scattering plane, and trans-
verse, i.e., c axis normal to the scattering plane (the detailed
procedure is described in the Appendix). Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)
report the measurements. The insets show the intensity spectra
Is, Ip, I45 of the reflected probe beams for the three polarization
projections, while the graphs represent the ratios Ip/Is and
I45/Is. From these ratios, through a numerical procedure, the
diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor are extrapolated.
Fig. 3(c) shows real (black lines) and imaginary (red lines)
parts of εxx (solid lines) and εzz (dashed lines) in the probe

FIG. 3. Intensity ratios Ip/Is and I45/Is of the reflected spectra of CrO2 for
different polarization projections (s, p, and 45◦) as a function of the probe
energy in (a) longitudinal configuration of the sample, i.e., c-axis parallel
to the light propagation plane, and (b) transverse configuration, i.e., c-axis
normal to the propagation plane (see also Fig. 8). The insets show the
reflected spectra. (c) Diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor (real and
imaginary parts) extrapolated from the intensity ratios.

spectral range. The two diagonal elements differ from each
other due to the birefringence of CrO2.26

B. Dynamic case

The pump-probe technique allows us to investigate the
modification of the dielectric tensor induced by a short and
intense optical excitation. Since four unknown quantities must
be determined in CrO2 (real and imaginary parts of εxx and
εzz), four independent measurements are necessary. Thus,
transverse and longitudinal transient reflectivities for s-pol
and 45◦-pol projections are acquired. Fig. 4 reports the room
temperature s-pol transient reflectivity in transverse (a) and
longitudinal (b) geometries as a function of the probe wave-
length and the pump-probe delay (the 45◦-pol data are qual-
itatively similar and they are not reported here for brevity).
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) (solid lines) show the temporal evolution
of ∆R/R for two selected probe wavelengths (540 nm and
640 nm). It is interesting to observe how the transient signal
changes sign depending on the geometry of the experiment.
This is a clear signature of the birefringent behavior of CrO2:
as reported in the Appendix (Eqs. (A21)–(A23)), s-pol longi-
tudinal and transverse measurements are sensitive to εxx and
εzz, respectively. An interesting feature is the gradual increase
of the transient signal for pump-probe delay up to 50 ps.
It is particularly evident in the transverse case (Fig. 4(c)),
corresponding to εzz, i.e., along the c crystallographic axis
parallel to the magnetization. This effect disappears if the
measurement is performed above the Curie temperature (TC
= 395 K) of CrO2. Dashed lines in panels (c) and (d) represent
the transient reflectivity at the reported wavelengths and under
the same geometrical conditions corresponding to the solid
lines, but holding the sample at 420 K. The increase of tran-
sient reflectivity at large pump-probe delay has been observed
in other ferromagnetic half-metals and it is attributed to spin-
lattice relaxation.27,28

The extrapolation of ε from reflectivity measurements
provides the link between optical properties and electronic
structure of a material. We recall that ε relates to the conduc-
tivity tensor σ =σ ′+ iσ ′′ as

ε = ε ′(ω)+ iε ′′(ω)= I+
4πi
ω

[σ ′(ω)+ iσ ′′(ω)] (2)

with ω being the frequency of the probe electric field (thus,
~ω is the probe photon energy). Notice how the real part σ ′

determines the imaginary part ε ′′, and vice-versa. The diag-
onal elements of σ ′ (and thus of ε ′′) describe the absorption
of electromagnetic waves, which relates to the joint density of
states (JDOS) of the material, a quantity that can be deduced
from electronic band structure calculations.

Restricting to diagonal elements only, from Eq. (2), it can
be easily deduced that the relative variation of ε′′ is identical
to the relative change of σ′,

∆ε′′

ε′′
=

4π∆σ′

ω
/

4πσ′

ω
=
∆σ′

σ′
. (3)

Fig. 5(a) reports ∆ε′′xx/ε
′′
xx and ∆ε′′zz/ε

′′
zz as a function of the

probe photon energy at two selected pump-probe delays: 3 ps
(dashed line) and 100 ps (solid line). The relative increase of
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FIG. 4. Room temperature, time- and spectrum-resolved transient reflectivity ∆Rs/RS for (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal configuration of CrO2. The lower
graphs show the corresponding transient reflectivities for two selected probe wavelengths (540 nm and 640 nm) for clarity. Solid lines are room temperature
measurements, dashed lines are measurements at 420 K (i.e., above the Curie point). The high temperature data have been properly rescaled for comparison
purpose.

FIG. 5. (a) Pump-induced variation of the imaginary parts of the diagonal el-
ements ∆ε′′/ε′′ along the c-axis (top) and on the ab-plane (bottom) of CrO2,
as extrapolated from the transient reflectivity data; dashed line corresponds to
pump-probe delay of 3 ps, solid line to 100 ps delay. (b) Optical conductivity
ratio [σ′(450 K)/σ′(300 K) − 1] as extrapolated from Ref. 29 showing the
thermal variation of σ′ along the c-axis (top) and on the ab-plane (bottom)
of CrO2.

the transient signals at large delay is particularly evident along
the c-axis and is ascribed to spin-lattice relaxation, as already
argued from the reflectivity measurements. Fig. 5(b) shows the
relative thermal variation of the optical conductivity along the
c-axis (σ′zz) and on the ab-plane (σ′xx) in the same spectral
range. These data are extrapolated from static ellipsometric
measurements of Ref. 29 and, in particular, they represent the
ratio

σ′αα(450 K)−σ′αα(300 K)
σ′αα(300 K) =

σ′αα(450 K)
σ′αα(300 K) −1 (4)

(with α = x, z) which depicts the thermal dependence of σ′xx
andσ′zz. Both qualitative and quantitative agreements between
our time-resolved data and the temperature-dependent data
of Ref. 29 are very good. These measurements indicate that the
variation of the optical conductivity induced by an ultrashort
laser pulse is dominated by thermal effects after a few pico-
seconds. Keeping in mind that thermal equilibrium between
electrons and lattice sets in within a picosecond past the pump
pulse,18 this conclusion is perfectly reasonable. Referring to
Fig. 5(a), our time-resolved analysis reveals the strong spin-
lattice effect along the c-axis, i.e., parallel to the magnetiza-
tion direction. The microscopic origin of this phenomenon is
beyond the scope of this report, but it has been observed with
pump-probe reflectivity measurements on other ferromagnetic
half-metals and its explanation is still a matter of debate.30

However, our experimental method to derive the transient
optical conductivity provides an useful tool to test or endorse
theoretical models.
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C. Magneto-optics

We will now focus on the analysis of the ferromagnetic
case. As explained in Sec. II, using linearly and circularly
polarized probe beams, we have access to Kerr rotation θ and
Kerr ellipticity η, the real and imaginary parts, respectively,
of the complex Kerr angle Θ. The TR-MOKE measurements
have been performed in longitudinal configuration analyzing
the p-pol projection of the reflected light. It can be shown that
the Kerr angle is proportional to the off-diagonal elements εxy
of the dielectric tensor, that is, the physical quantity directly
connected to ferromagnetic order.17 In particular,

Θp = θp+ iηp = f p×εxy. (5)

In the specific case of CrO2, the complex quantity f p is a
function of the diagonal elements εxx and εzz of the dielectric
tensor (the explicit formula is reported in the Appendix).
Eq. (5) reveals a criticality that manifests itself in time-
resolved experiments: optical excitations affect the diagonal
terms of the dielectric tensor, as demonstrated in Sec. III B,
but can modify the off-diagonal element εxy (i.e., the spin
order) as well. Restricting TR-MOKE analysis to rotation or
ellipticity alone does not clarify whether the observed transient
magneto-optics effects are due to optically induced variation
of εxy or just artifact deriving from the temporal evolution of
εxx and εzz. In order to achieve the genuine magnetic signal,
it is essential to isolate the variation of εxy from the other
terms. We have recently demonstrated that such separation
can be successfully performed with time-resolved experiment
at 800 nm pump and probe wavelengths.17 Here, we extend
previous results to the broadband probe case. Fig. 6(a) reports
the static longitudinal Kerr rotation (solid line) and ellipticity
(dashed line) as a function of the probe photon energy. As
shown in Sec. III A, also εxx and εzz have been deduced in the

FIG. 6. Static measurements in the probe spectral range of (a) longitudinal
Kerr rotation (solid) and ellipticity (dashed) of CrO2 (p-pol projection);
(b) real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of the complex function fp
extrapolated from the diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor (see text
for explanation); and (c) real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of the
off-diagonal tensor element of CrO2.

FIG. 7. Time-resolved evolution of the normalized moduli of (a) the Kerr
angle |Θp | and (b) the off-diagonal element |εx y | of the dielectric tensor of
CrO2 for three selected probe photon energies (2 eV, 2.2 eV, and 2.4 eV). The
curves are vertically shifted for clarity. The prompt increase of |Θp | at zero
pump-probe delay for 2 eV probe beam is due to nonmagnetic effects.

same spectral range (see Fig. 3(c)). According to the formulas
reported in the Appendix, the term f p can be explicitly written
as a function of εxx and εzz, which allows us to determine its
real and imaginary parts, as reported in Fig. 6(b). Therefore,
using Eq. (5), the real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal
element εxy can be extracted. The result is shown in Fig. 6(c).
The experimental data shown in Figs. 3(c) and 6(c) provide
the complete dielectric characterization of CrO2 in the probe
spectral range (1.8-2.8 eV).

The temporal evolution of εxy after the pump excita-
tion can be obtained from TR-MOKE measurements (i.e., the
evolution of the complex Kerr angle) and transient reflec-
tivity data that provide the time evolution of f p. According
to Onsager’s relations, it is customary to assume |εxy | ∝ M .
Therefore, without loss on generality, in the following, we
will consider only the moduli of complex quantities. Due
to the half-metallic character that inhibits spin-flip, optically
induced demagnetization occurs on a 100 ps timescale.18,31

The comparison between time-resolved, normalized |Θp | and
|εxy | is reported in Fig. 7 for three selected probe photon
energies (2 eV, 2.2 eV, and 2.4 eV). The presence of non-
magnetic artifacts due to transient effects in the function f p
becomes particularly evident: at probe photon energy of 2 eV,
the modulus of the Kerr angle shows a prompt increase at
zero pump-probe delay (blue curve in Fig. 7(a)), which would
suggest a rapid enhancement of the magnetic order upon pump
arrival. However, such effect is not observed in the modulus
of |εxy | (blue curve in Fig. 7(b)). Thanks to our detailed
ellipsometric analysis, the genuine spin dynamics (represented
by |εxy |) can be obtained.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have presented the performances of
the novel experimental setup dedicated to femtosecond time-
resolved ellipsometry and magneto-optical spectroscopy. The
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versatility of the light source and, in particular, the large
freedom in the choice of spectral range and polarization state
of the probing beam allow us to characterize the dielectric
properties of the investigated material. This flexibility grants
the possibility to access the pump-induced evolution of the
dielectric tensor in the visible-spectra range (1.8-2.8 eV) as
well as the genuine spin dynamics in ferromagnetic com-
pounds.
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APPENDIX: JONES MATRIX FORMALISM

The linear response of a material to an electromagnetic
wave is determined by the first-order dielectric tensor ε (a 3×3
matrix). In the proper axes frame, nonferromagnetic materials
with orthorhombic symmetry have only diagonal elements in
the dielectric tensor (εαβ = 0 if α , β). When ferromagnetic
order is present, also off-diagonal elements appear,1

ε =
*...
,

εxx εxy 0
−εxy εy y 0

0 0 εzz

+///
-

, (A1)

where εxx, εy y, and εzz are the permittivities along the a, b,
and c crystallographic axes, respectively, while εxy is due to
the presence of magnetic order along the c axis. Here, we will
first illustrate in detail the simple case of non-magnetic cubic
symmetry (εxx = εy y = εzz, εxy = 0).

The complex dielectric constant εxx is extracted using
the Jones matrix formalism. According to the conventional
notation, the 2-dimensional vectors p = (1, 0), s = (0, 1), and
c = (i, 1)/√2 represent p-polarized, s-polarized, and circular
polarized light, respectively. After reflection from the sample,
the intensity and polarization state of light are determined by
the 2×2 scattering matrix S,32–34

S= *
,

rpp rps
rsp rss

+
-
. (A2)

The four matrix elements depend on the terms of the dielectric
tensor of the material and on the light incidence angle θ
(45◦ in our setup). The off-diagonal elements are typically
two orders of magnitude smaller than the diagonal ones and
they are proportional to εxy. Thus, in non-magnetic materials,
they are identically zero. If the probe incidence angle is 45◦,
the diagonal elements of the scattering matrix reduce to the
following expressions:

rpp =
εxx−

√
2εxx−1

εxx+
√

2εxx−1
, (A3)

rss =
1−
√

2εxx−1
1+
√

2εxx−1
. (A4)

It should be noticed that at this incidence angle, rpp= r2
ss. The

quantity εxx can be deduced using circularly polarized inci-
dent light and measuring three different polarization projec-

tions of the spectra reflected by the sample. The projection is
selected by the analyzer (whose Jones matrix is P) placed after
the sample, and the reflected beam is described by the vector
P ·S ·c, with

Ps = *
,

0 0
0 1

+
-
, Pp = *

,

1 0
0 0

+
-
, P45=

1
2
*
,

1 1
1 1

+
-

(A5)

being the Jones matrix of the s, p, and 45◦ polarization projec-
tions, respectively. The corresponding (normalized) beam
intensities after the analyzer become

Is
I0
= |Ps ·S ·c|2= |rss|2

2
=

Rs

2
, (A6)

Ip
I0
= |Pp ·S ·c|2= |rpp|2

2
=

Rp

2
, (A7)

I45

I0
= |P45 ·S ·c|2= |rpp|2+ |rss|2−2ℑ(rppr∗ss)

4
(A8)

=
Rp+Rs−2ℑ(rppr∗ss)

4
, (A9)

where I0 in the intensity of the incoming probe beam. By
taking the ratios

Ip/Is = Rp/Rs = |rpp|2/|rss|2, (A10)

I45/Is =
Ip/Is+1−2ℑ(rpp/rss)

2
, (A11)

we obtain two coupled equations (independent of I0) that,
through Eqs. (A3) and (A4), can be numerically solved to
obtain the two unknown quantities, i.e., real and imaginary
parts of εxx. Thus, measuring the reflected probe spectra at
three different polarization projections (p, s, 45◦), we can
derive εxx.

Once the static value of εxx is known, the dynamics of
the dielectric tensor, as induced by optical pumping, can be
deduced from the transient reflectivity δ. In particular, two
polarization projections are needed (s and 45◦). The two tran-
sient reflectivities are

δs = ∆Rs/Rs = Rt
s/Rs−1, (A12)

δ45 = ∆R45/R45= Rt
45/R45−1, (A13)

where Rs and R45 are the static reflectivities for the two polari-
zation states, while Rt

s and Rt
45 are the corresponding quantities

at a given delay t after the pump arrival. According to the
previous relations, we obtain

Rt
s = (1+δs)Rs, (A14)

Rt
45 = (1+δ45)R45, (A15)

where the following equalities hold:

Rs = |rss|2, (A16)

Rt
s = |r tss|2, (A17)

R45 = (|rpp|2+ |rss|2−2ℑ(rppr∗ss)), (A18)

Rt
45 = (|r tpp|2+ |r tss|2−2ℑ(r tppr

t∗
ss )). (A19)

Eqs. (A14) and (A15) represent two coupled equations that can
be solved numerically through Eqs. (A3) and (A4) to access
the real and imaginary part of εtxx, i.e., the evolution of the
permittivity after the optical excitation.
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FIG. 8. (a) Longitudinal sample geometry: the c-axis of CrO2 lies on the light scattering plane. (b) Transverse geometry: the c-axis is normal to the light
scattering plane. The two geometries differ by a 90◦ rotation about the surface normal. In the ferromagnetic phase, the magnetization M points along the c-axis.

The previous discussion applies to samples with cubic
symmetry, but it can be adapted to more complex ones. Partic-
ularly interesting is the case of CrO2, i.e., a ferromagnetic
oxide with tetragonal structure (i.e., two different diagonal ele-
ments are expected), where the c-axis is also the spin direction.
Thus, imposing εxx = εy y in Eq. (A1), we obtain the dielectric
tensor of CrO2. In the following, two representative geome-
tries are considered: longitudinal (Fig. 8(a)), with the c-axis
lying in the light scattering plane, and transverse (Fig. 8(b)),
with the c-axis normal to the light incidence plane (we can
switch from one geometry to the other rotating the sample by
90◦ about the a-axis). As assumed earlier, if the light incidence
angle is 45◦, the diagonal elements of the scattering matrix
(Eq. (A2)) reduce to the following expressions, depending on
the sample geometry:

rpp(lon) =
√
εxxεzz−

√
2εxx−1

√
εxxεzz+

√
2εxx−1

, (A20)

rss(lon) = 1−
√

2εxx−1
1+
√

2εxx−1
, (A21)

rpp(tra) = εxx−
√

2εxx−1
εxx+

√
2εxx−1

, (A22)

rss(tra) = 1−


2εzz−1

1+


2εzz−1
. (A23)

In a tetragonal (non-magnetic) material, there are 4 unknown
dielectric quantities (real and imaginary parts of εxx and εzz).
Using Eqs. (A10), (A11), (A14), and (A15) for both geome-
tries (longitudinal and transverse), we obtain 4 coupled equa-
tions that lead to the static and time-resolved values of εxx and
εzz.

For completeness, we conclude describing the MOKE
measurements. The complex Kerr angle Θ= θ+ iη is propor-
tional to the off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor,
i.e., Θ = f × εxy: εxy is the physical quantity carrying the
magnetic information, while f depends on the diagonal ele-
ments of the dielectric tensor. In particular, for longitudinal
configuration (M parallel to the light incidence plane and to
the sample surface) and depending on the projection selected

by the analyzer (s or p), we have

Θs,p = θs,p+ iηs,p (A24)
= −rps/rss,pp (A25)

=
2


2εzz
β(β±1)(β∓√εxxεzz)(√εxx+√εzz) ×εxy (A26)

= f s,p×εxy (A27)

with β =
√

2εxx−1 (the upper sign refers to p-pol, the lower
sign to s-pol). Notice that if εxx = εzz (cubic symmetry), the
previous formulas simplify to

Θs,p =

√
2

β(β±1)(β∓εxx) ×εxy. (A28)

In Eqs. (A26)–(A28), we have assumed 45◦ incidence angle of
the probe. Once the diagonal elements εxx and εzz are known,
the complex function f can be fully determined. Thus, the
experimental measurements of θ and η allow one to numer-
ically obtain real and imaginary parts of εxy.
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